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Sartorio) 
   
Erasmus Plus went a step further with its project “Digitalisation Goes Schools”. A group of 
European students coming from different countries joined for the week between 13-17 
December in Las Palmas in order to share once again experiences and different cultures. 
 
The Italian group was made out of 4 students from the informatic branch and two teachers.   
 
The activities were organized between workshops and making new friends, discovering 
beautiful places and good Spanish food. Our students developed a project and learnt how 
to measure the temperature and the humidity of the environment, using Arduino IOT, that 
allowed us to create connected devices able to interact through apps. 
A special moment of socialising was during a visit to the Antique Distillery Arehucas, which 
originary handled with brown suger and later became one of the most famous distilleries in 
Europe, becoming an ufficial provider of the Spanish Royal Family. Furthermore we had a 
great naturalistic experience, hiking in the Roque Nublo, one of the biggest vulcanic area 
in the world, rising for 80m from the basic and more or less 1280m from the sea level.  
Although our ufficial language was English, our students had been able to learn some 
basic Spanish in order to interact in daily routine with the inhabitants of the island. 
 
Here are some highlights of our students about their partecipation on the mobilty: 
  
Luca Lipani 5I : I really appreciated the possibility to know different cultures and it was 
even a great experience to talk in English in daily routine.  
 
Alessandro Martucci 5H : 
Great experience! I really appreciated the island. My favorite activity was hiking Roque 
Nublo. It was hard but it was worthy for its beautiful  panorama and the splendid pictures 
we could take. I could even improve my English while havinga a long walk with some other 
people from the group, especially the guys from Valencia. We passed a nice evening 
together. 
 
Francesco Natalini 5I : 
This expererience allowed me to improve my English, because we had to interact with the 
other patecipants in English. Furthermore I had the possibility to know better other cultures 
and foreign customs and traditions. We visited charming places and we did interesting 
activities which will be useful for our future at school and at university. 
 
Kevin Olivera 5H : Wonderful experience and visiting the top of the mountain was one of 
the high lights during our journey. Iam very grateful of having found so welcoming people 
that offered us even to guide us through the town during their free time.  
 

 


